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 Outline itinerary 

Day 1 Fly Addis Ababa 

Day 2/4 Awash National Park 

Day 5 Wondo Guenet 

Day 6/8 Bale Mountains 

Day 9 Lake Awassa 

Day 10/11 Lake Langano 

Day 12  Addis Ababa 

Day 13 Fly London 

Departs 

November 

Dates and Prices 

See website (tour code ETH04) or brochure 

Grading 

Grade A/B. A combination of traditional  

African safari (with wildlife viewing from  

our vehicle) and some walking 

Focus 

Mammals (especially Ethiopian Wolves) and birds 

Highlights 

 Watch Ethiopian Wolves in the spectacular Bale 

Mountains  

 Plus endemic Mountain Nyala, Menelik’s Bushbuck 

and Giant Molerat   

 Enjoy a wealth of other endemic birds and mammals  

 Safari through Awash National Park  

 Visit the Rift Valley Lakes and Wondo Guenet Forest From top: Ethiopian Wolf (Tim Melling), Olive Baboon (Dani Free), 

African Fish Eagle (Dani Free) 
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Introduction 

This wildlife holiday in Ethiopia visits Awash National Park, the Rift Valley Lakes, Wondo Guenet Forest, and 

the beautiful Bale Mountains in search of the endangered Ethiopian Wolf and a wealth of other mammals 

and birds.  

 

Ethiopia is a fascinating and welcoming country that boasts some of the most spectacular mountain scenery 

in all Africa; indeed much of the country lies at high altitude. With two mountain ranges – the Simiens and 

the Bale Mountains – the magnificent Blue Nile gorge country, a string of spectacular Rift Valley lakes, and 

endless dry acacia woodland and well-kept villages of pretty little thatched huts, this lavish and often 

luxuriant landscape is far from the drought-stricken land portrayed during the famines of the war-torn years 

of the Marxist Mengistu regime. The country’s climate is warm and comfortable all year round and its birdlife 

is exceptional. Over 830 birds have been recorded – 29 of them endemic – whilst 80 species of larger 

mammals survive, albeit with mixed fortunes, seven of which are also endemic. The people of Ethiopia are 

proud and happy and, for the most part, self-sufficient. The country produces its own power (from the many 

lakes!), grows its own crops and keeps very many cattle. The pretty traditionally-robed ponies and their riders 

seen along the moorlands, plus the donkeys carrying their mixed cargoes all around the country, provide an 

interesting cultural backdrop to a fortnight of sensational mammal and birdwatching. There is no shortage 

of culture and history too, and many fascinating sites can be added to your itinerary if you would like to 

extend your holiday to further explore this fascinating country. This, after all, is a land of myth and legend – 

the earliest home to man, and later to Prester John, and a dynasty originating from Queen Sheba and 

concluding with the Emperor Haile Selassie in 1974. It is a land of mixed race and mixed religion, of countless 

elegant tribes and even more languages, mingled and matured by time and history.   

 

It is worth stressing, however, that whilst the tourist infrastructure in Ethiopia is improving, facilities such as 

hotels, vehicles and many of the roads are of a much lower standard than in other more popular African 

destinations such as Kenya, Tanzania and southern Africa. As such, when travelling in Ethiopia it is necessary 

to accept that the itinerary may not always run like clockwork, the roads may be poor on occasion, the 

vehicles may be a little cramped, and some of the hotels may be basic in nature and lacking in some of the 

comforts found in Western hotels. What is needed more than anything, therefore, is a good sense of 

adventure and, if you come equipped with this, you are sure to enjoy the fascinating mammals, birds, culture 

and landscapes of this unique and beautiful African country. 

 

This tour will focus on both the mammals and birds, with a special emphasis on the very rare Ethiopian Wolf.  

 

Itinerary 

Please note that the itinerary below offers our planned programme of excursions.  However, adverse weather 

& other local considerations can necessitate some re-ordering of the programme during the course of the 

tour, though this will always be done to maximise best use of the time and weather conditions available. 
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Day 1  In Flight 

We leave from London Heathrow on Ethiopian Airlines' scheduled evening flight to Addis Ababa. 

Day 2  Awash National Park 

Arriving in Addis early this morning, we will spend most of the rest of the day driving slowly to the Awash 

National Park, looking for mammals and birdwatching as we go. Even before leaving the capital itself, it is 

possible to see the peculiar endemic Thick-billed Raven, whilst two other endemic birds, the Wattled Ibis and 

White-collared Pigeon, may also be seen.   

 

As we cross flat, dry farmlands there is little of scenic interest, but the roadside birds are in plenty: Augur 

Buzzards, Long-crested Eagles, Carmine Bee-eaters, Abyssinian and Rufous-crowned Rollers to name but a 

few. We will stop for lunch in the small farming town of Nazareth, and later at Lake Basaaka to look for Nile 

Crocodiles and waterbirds. We should reach Awash in late afternoon, in time to enjoy the beautiful sunset 

and to see the first of this area's interesting wildlife. During our 3-night stay in the Awash area we will be 

based at a comfortable lodge. 

Days 3 – 4  Awash National Park 

We will rise early this morning and spend today 

exploring the Awash National Park by a mix of mammal 

and bird watching drives and occasional walks. The 

beauty of Awash and the Bilen area is that visitors can 

explore it on foot, for it is free from typical east African 

park restrictions, and most dangerous mammals. 

Spanning 350 square miles, Awash became the first of 

Ethiopia's national parks in 1966. It is situated on the 

Awash River, with its spectacular gorges, and is made 

up of acacia and scrub-bound plains, with hills and the 

volcano, Mount Fantalle, in its northern quarter. 

Ethiopia’s troubles over the last few decades, including 

population displacement and wars, have taken their toll on the country's wildlife and large mammal 

populations have declined markedly. Even so, during our time in Awash we still hope to find Beisa Oryx, 

Lesser Kudu, Defassa Waterbuck, Soemmering's Gazelle, Warthog, Salts Dik-dik, Rock Hyrax and both Olive 

and Hamadryas Baboons, whilst Greater Kudu and Swayne's Hartebeest are very occasionally seen. Predators 

are rare, though Lion, Leopard, Serval and Caracal have very occasionally been seen on previous Naturetrek 

tours. 

 

The birdlife is exceptional, however, and includes Buff-crested, White-bellied, Kori, and even Arabian 

Bustards, Lichtenstein's and Chestnut-bellied Sandgrouse, Rosy-patched and other shrikes, plus many 

species of hornbills, weavers, woodpeckers, vultures, doves, pigeons, guineafowl, glossy starlings, parrots, 

bee-eaters, barbets, mousebirds and finches, to name but a few! 

 

Beisa Oryx courtesy of Dani Free 
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The following day we have another full day in the region. We may choose to spend a second full day on a 

game drive in the Awash National Park; alternatively, we may prefer to look for the equally interesting wildlife 

living in the Bilen area, outside the park. However we decide to spend our time during these days, we are 

likely to cover many different habitats and to see a great variety of birds and mammals. 

Day 5  Wondo Genet 

We will leave Awash early this morning in order to drive to the lakes of the Rift Valley and, in particular, to 

enable us to make short stops at Lakes Koka and Zwai, where we have a chance of seeing Hippopotamus, as 

well as numerous waterbirds. Lake Koka offers a great variety of waders, herons, spoonbills and egrets, 

patrolled by overhead harriers and vultures, Ethiopian and Wire-tailed Swallows. At Lake Zwai, as well as the 

huge numbers of waterbirds, including pelicans and storks, we will be looking for the endearing Tree Hyrax 

which is generally uncommon in central Ethiopia. 

 

In the afternoon, time permitting, we will visit the Abiata-Shala Lakes National Park, taking a walk on the 

high ridge that separates Lakes Shala and Abiata. The afternoon/evening views over the two lakes are 

magnificent, and driving through the park we have a good chance of seeing Grant's Gazelles, and perhaps a 

Spotted Hyena or Golden Jackal. Then, continuing southwards to Wondo Genet Forest via the dusty and 

chaotic ‘crossroads town’ of Shashemene, we climb into the lush green hills that are fed by hot springs. The 

Wabe Shabelle Hotel at Wondo Genet, set in beautiful tropical gardens, is of a very basic standard, but the 

rooms are large and en-suite and the gardens are a paradise for birds and plants.   

 

From this hillside retreat, the views of the fertile farmlands in the valley below and of Lake Awassa are quite 

beautiful (though, our arrival here may be too late for us to be able to enjoy the views tonight!). It is easy to 

see why our guesthouse was once the favourite home of Haile Selassie's daughter. In the gardens, jacarandas, 

roses, amaryllis and bougainvillaeas provide abundant colour and a home for sunbirds, woodpeckers, Silvery-

cheeked Hornbills, White-browed Robin Chats, Double-toothed Barbets, African Firefinches and a host of 

other species. In the adjacent forested valley four endemic birds may be found: Black-headed Forest Oriole, 

Yellow-fronted Parrot, White-winged Cliff Chat and Golden-backed Woodpecker, whilst Half-collared 

Kingfishers, Spotted Creepers, African Hobbies, Crowned Eagles and Olive Pigeons are amongst other 

specialities of the region. Birdwatching here can be as relaxing or exhausting as you choose it to be. You may 

prefer to enjoy the view and the birds from the terrace of the bar or to walk just as far as the natural hot 

shower, which cascades from a nearby stream. You may decide to scramble on precipitous slopes in search 

of elusive White-winged Cliff Chats. The choice is yours!... though it will almost certainly have to wait until 

tomorrow morning. 

Day 6  Bale Mountains 

For those keen to be up and about early (and the Colobus Monkeys with their noisy dawn chorus make a 

great alarm call!), a pre-breakfast bird walk by the nearby stream is available at dawn.   

 

After breakfast we will then embark on the scenic drive to the Bale Mountains National Park. Climbing 

through forests, fields, little villages and banana groves, we reach open grassy uplands where Blue-winged 

Geese, Rouget's Rails and Abyssinian Longclaws introduce us to the long list of Ethiopian endemic birds to 

be found in the area. Approaching the park, the scenery becomes increasingly spectacular. Magnificent 
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forests cling to the sides of deep valleys, high peaks, rocky outcrops, pinnacles and ridges pierce horizons, 

and moorlands, grasslands and peaty pools sit in plains and hollows. Entering the park we hope to encounter 

the first of the region's mammals, including the endemic Mountain Nyala (a magnificent antelope unique to 

these hills), Common Duiker, Bohor Reedbuck, Menelik's Bushbuck and Warthog, all of which may be seen 

along the forest margins. As well as the mammals, in the juniper forest we will look for a few more of the 

endemic birds such as Abyssinian Long-eared Owl, White-backed Black Tit, Abyssinian Catbird, Black-winged 

Lovebird, Golden-backed Woodpecker and, if very fortunate, maybe even Black-headed Siskin.  

 

We will spend our three nights in the park at the Wabe Shebelle Hotel in Goba, which is basic but functional.  

 

The Bale Mountains, lying between 9,500 feet and 

14,360 feet, contain the largest tract of high moorland 

in Africa. Virtually uninhabited, they are entirely unspoilt 

and were set aside as a national park in order to protect 

the Mountain Nyala which is found nowhere else in the 

world.  Of volcanic origin like the more famous Simiens 

in the north, the Bale Mountains may not be as 

spectacular, but they do possess an exceptional beauty 

and charm which can be likened to that of the Scottish 

Highlands. They are green and spacious, decorated with 

rocky peaks and crags, numerous small lakes, extensive 

heathland, magnificent cloud forests and bogs! Within 

the park is Mount Batu, at 14,360 feet one of the highest mountains in Ethiopia. The flora is fascinating and 

so is the fauna.  

 

The beautiful Ethiopian Wolf roams the park in small groups and is regularly seen, whilst Klippspringers, the 

endemic Stark’s Hare, Warthogs, Rock Hyrax, the peculiar endemic Giant Mole-rat and the verminous but 

characterful Grass Rats and Swamp Rats (the main prey of the Ethiopian Wolf) are to be added to those 

species already mentioned. Amongst an interesting collection of upland birds we are likely to see eleven of 

Ethiopia's 29 endemics: Blue-winged Goose, Rouget's Rail, Spot-breasted Plover, White-collared Pigeon, 

Black-winged Lovebird, Golden-backed Woodpecker, Abyssinian Longclaw, Abyssinian Catbird, White-

backed Tit, Black-headed Siskin and Thick-billed Raven!   

 

Day 7  Bale Mountains 

Today we will make best use of our time in the Bale Mountains National Park by driving through it and 

focusing on the high altitude Sanetti Plateau, and later, if the weather (so notoriously fickle here) is 

favourable, on the edge of the magnificent Harenna Escarpment.   

 

Mountain Nyala courtesy of Dani Free 
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As we enter the park, and start to climb up through the 

fine Hagenia forest, we will look out for Chestnut-naped 

Francolins on the road, and Rufous-breasted 

Sparrowhawks and Mountain Buzzards in the air. Then, 

ascending onto an open moorland plateau where little 

lakes, extensive grasslands and the weird spikes of 

primeval-looking Giant Lobelias and Red-hot Pokers 

provide a wonderful Afro-alpine habitat, we look for the 

characterful Grass and Swamp Rats and the numerous 

other small rodents in this area. These represent the main 

prey of the Ethiopian Wolf, and also attract many 

species of birds of prey that include wintering Spotted, 

Imperial and other Aquila eagles, as well as almost all of Ethiopia's vulture species. Wattled Crane and 

Montane Francolin are two resident specialities, as are the endemic Rouget's Rail, Spot-breasted Plover and 

Blue-winged Goose which may all be found here. Our main aim, however, will be a sighting (or sightings) of 

the endangered Ethiopian Wolf or bizarre Giant Mole Rat – two of Ethiopia's most special mammalian 

endemics. With a population of just 500 Ethiopian Wolves now left, most of them in the Bale Mountains, this 

is one of the most critically endangered of larger mammals in the world, and certainly in Africa. Interbreeding 

with local dogs, and diseases caught from them including rabies and canine distemper, have all caused the 

recent decline of this unique mammal of Ethiopia’s ‘highland islands’.    

 

After spending the morning on the Plateau (and if the weather permits), we will drive to the spectacular 

Harenna Escarpment where we will have our picnic lunch and enjoysome remarkable views. If the weather is 

dry and the road conditions favourable, we might even try to descend a part of the escarpment to look at 

the fabulous forests it supports. This outstanding feature, on the southern side of the national park, presents 

a fascinating environment and, provided that the weather is clear, some quite amazing scenery. Lions, 

Hunting Dogs, Red Duiker and Giant Forest Hogs have all been encountered in this wonderful forest, though 

our chances of seeing any of these rare mammals is somewhat remote! It will be more realistic to set our 

sights on such primates as the Eastern Black-and-white Colobus and Blue Monkey (a rarity in Ethiopia) and 

such endemic birds as White-backed Black Tit, Abyssinian Catbird, Black-winged Lovebird, Golden-backed 

Woodpecker and Black-headed Siskin perhaps. Returning across the plateau and back down to the town of 

Goba, we will turn our focus once again to wolf-watching, before commencing the two to three hour drive 

back to Goba in the late afternoon.  

Day 8  Bale Mountains 

Depending on the success of yesterday’s excursion, we will either return to the Sanetti Plateau to extend our 

search for Ethiopian Wolves, or we will head westwards for an hour or so to spend the day exploring the 

Gaysay and Dinsho regions of the park, possibly taking a walk up the Web Valley, another stronghold of the 

Ethiopian Wolf. 

 

The Gaysay area offers a habitat of extensive grasslands where grassland bird species and the occasional 

Serval may be found; the endemic Mountain Nyala is also common here, whilst other mammals include 

Ethiopian Wolf courtesy of Dani Free 
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Common Duiker, Bohor Reedbuck, Menelik's Bushbuck and Warthog, all of which may be seen along the 

forest margins. 

 

At Dinsho, the juniper forests are favoured by many of the endemic birds, whilst the lakes and moorland to 

the south hold a range of mammals and birds. 

 

We will return to Goba this evening, prior to tomorrow's long journey to Lake Awassa. 

Day 9  Lake Awassa 

A long, full day’s drive westwards, back to the Great Rift Valley, takes us to Lake Awassa, a beautiful freshwater 

lake, set amongst hills and a luxuriant vegetation, quite unlike the alkaline lakes to the north. Amongst the 

lilies and great reedbeds that encompass the lake we may be lucky enough to see a Hippopotamus, an 

elusive animal in Ethiopia! We will also encounter numerous waterbirds, including Black, Goliath and other 

herons, the ugly Marabou Stork, Hamerkops, Hadada Ibis, a variety of egrets, dainty African Pygmy Geese, 

Fulvous and White-faced Whistling Ducks, Knob-billed Duck, Black Crakes, African Jacanas, Three-banded 

Plovers, Whiskered and White-winged Black Terns and both Pied and Malachite Kingfishers.  

 

Nearby, in the mature acacia woodland beside the lake, we will look for Eastern Black-and-white Colobus 

Monkeys, Vervet Monkeys and Menelik’s Bushbuck. A host of landbirds may also be seen here, including 

Grey-headed and Woodland Kingfishers, Red-breasted Wrynecks, Green Wood-hoopoes, Sulphur-breasted 

Bush-shrikes, White-browed Robin Chats, African Thrushes, Rufous Chatterers, Swamp Warblers, Red-faced 

Crombecs, Wattle-eyes, Puffbacks, Spotted Creepers, and many other colourful species. Birds are so very 

plentiful here that little energy is required in finding them.  

 

We spend tonight at the United Africa Hotel which is close to the lake shore and surrounded by tall trees 

and plentiful birdlife. 

Days 10 & 11  Lake Langano 

This morning we will take a lakeside walk to visit the Sidamo fishermen as they land their catches of Tilapia 

and catfish, and gut and fillet them by the lake. Here the air is alive with birds, their relationship with these 

fishermen being entirely harmonious. 

 

We may also have time this morning for further birdwatching along the lakeshore and in its woodlands 

before we head north to Lake Langano, another of the Rift Valley lakes. En route we will pay a visit to the 

Abijata/Shalla Lakes National Park. This is a very small park centred around the two neighbouring but entirely 

different lakes. Lake Abiata is Ethiopia's Nakuru. Shallow and saline, it is an enormous lake with enormous 

numbers of birds. We will enjoy this spectacle of colour, and look carefully amongst the flamingos, pelicans, 

cormorants, storks, herons and waders for unusual vagrants. In the distance, to the east and west, loom the 

great walls of the Rift Valley.  
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Arriving at Lake Langano at dusk, we stay in a comfortable lodge for our final two nights. Here, the individual 

rooms, or gojo as they are known locally, are surrounded by ancient forest, each with their own private 

verandas 

 

The lake's waters are deep and sterile, devoid of birdlife, but the woodland around the lodge makes fine 

amends! Dark Chanting Goshawks, African Fish Eagles, Hemprich's and Von der Decken's Hornbills, Cardinal 

Woodpeckers, White-bellied Go-away Birds, Red-billed and White-headed Buffalo Weavers, White-crowned 

Shrikes, Blue-naped Mousebirds, Little Bee-eaters, Mariqua Sunbirds and a variety of colourful finches are all 

to be found in this dry and thorny habitat. 

Day 12  Depart Addis Ababa 

Making an early start, we will continue our drive up the Rift Valley northwards to Addis Ababa.  En route we 

will stop at Lake Zwai once again to take another look at the waterbird spectacle, before moving on to Debre 

Zeit for lunch. Perched high on the rim of a crater, with magnificent views over Lake Hora, a forest-lined 

crater lake, this is a wonderful place to pass the middle of the day! Birdwatching around the lake may also 

be rewarded with such species as Red-knobbed Coot, Hottentot Teal, Ferruginous and other diving ducks, 

as well as Banded Barbets, White-winged Cliff Chats, and other interesting passerines. In the afternoon we 

will continue our journey, for another hour or so, to Addis where we will check into an hotel for an 

opportunity to eat and freshen up before heading to the airport 

Day 13  Arrive London 

We are scheduled to depart very early morning and arrive appx 0700 at London (all airline timings subject 

to Ethiopian Airlines schedules) 

 

Tour grading 

This is a straightforward wildlife tour with easy walks throughout. However, in order to cover as wide a range 

of habitats as possible in a short time, this tour does include regular long drives, together with early starts 

and some late arrivals at hotels. Please note also that we will be doing some gentle walking in the Bale 

Mountains, situated at between 10,000 and 13,000 feet on occasions. Altitude sickness, however, is unlikely 

Flamingos courtesy of Dani Free 
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since Ethiopia's high elevation will have provided us with a week of acclimatisation before the start of this 

part of the holiday, though you may well feel breathless at times when walking at altitude. 

Weather 

The rainy season in Ethiopia usually runs from June until early October. In November the landscape is 

surprisingly green, and dry and sunny weather is expected during our tour, which takes place at the start of 

the dry season. Daytime temperatures range from 20°C to the low 30s°C (cooler in the mountains), so the 

climate is comfortably warm. Cloud is likely in the afternoons and, although the lowlands are usually dry at 

this season, it can rain in the mountains. Indeed, whilst we are in the Bale Mountains temperatures are likely 

to be at least 10 degrees lower, and nights can be distinctly chilly, with temperatures falling below freezing 

point. Mornings in the mountains are clear and sunny but afternoon cloud does occasionally bring rain. A 

full list of suggested clothing is included in our pre-departure pack. 

Food & accommodation included in the price 

All food and accommodation are included in the price, except for dinners and any other meals taken in Addis 

Ababa. You should be aware that there are no luxury lodges in Ethiopia! The accommodation in Ethiopia 

does not compare with the well-appointed lodges and camps of other East African destinations and most of 

the places we stay tend to be fairly basic. Rooms are usually very simple with en suite bathrooms, but even 

the best available accommodation in each area can often have problems with a lack of maintenance, so it is 

as well to be prepared for a few problems like leaky plumbing, lack of hot water, slow restaurant service, etc. 

The accommodation named in the itinerary is where we typically plan to stay, though please note that this 

is subject to change. The final accommodation list will be confirmed prior to travel. 

Extra expenses 

Please note that we do not include the following in the cost of this holiday: visa, meals in Addis, all items of 

a personal nature such as drinks, laundry, souvenirs and tips. 

Entry requirements 

UK passport holders currently need a visa for Ethiopia (US$ 50) which can be applied for in advance of travel 

at the Ethiopian Embassy or on arrival in Addis Airport. In recent years, the latter has proved by far the simpler 

method and we recommend this to all tour participants.  

Your Safety & Security  

You have chosen to travel to Ethiopia. Risks to your safety and security are an unavoidable aspect of all travel 

and the best current advice on such risks is provided for you by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.  In 

order to assess and protect against any risks in your chosen destination, it is essential that you refer to the 

Foreign Office website – https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/ethiopia regularly up to the point of 

travel. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/ethiopia
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How to book your place 

In order to book your place on this holiday, please give us a call on 01962 733051 with a credit or debit card, 

book online at www.naturetrek.co.uk, or alternatively complete and post the booking form at the back of our 

main Naturetrek brochure, together with a deposit of 20% of the holiday cost plus any room supplements if 

required. If you do not have a copy of the brochure, please call us on 01962 733051 or request one via our 

website. 

 

http://www.naturetrek.co.uk/



